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That’s two weeks on the trot we’ve been to the west coast to
Hash, Saturday we answered the call of the hairy kneed Scot
a.k.a. The Big Yin or Grumpy Jock.com, to come and sample
the delights of Nathon. The pack were joined this week by Little Tool and Tool Box both from the Sonkhla Hash who got into
the spirit of things straight away by sampling DFLs wares before
the opening Circle, and the very colourful Wild Wolf from the
Philippines, here to suss out our turf for his Hash Bash.

So with the assemblage in place the Hare
declared that we had to find 7 checks and 3
splits as well as dodging the usual assortment
of wildlife, water and wire. At the sound of the
trumpet we charged off and within one km.
we found the water and missed the first split,
ho hum unfazed by this and bewildered by
the re-appearance of JCL who whizzed round
the first runners loop twice before rejoining
the shufflers, we pushed forward breaking the
checks with very little problems.
When the second split, which directed the sick
lame and lazy to the right and the quick route
back appeared the Hare was there to show
the frail ones the correct route and some of them went straight back to camp but Wallace,
Gromit and Quartermaster somehow ended up going the other way and therefore gave
themselves a real workout.
The sweaty band had all made it in except the three aforementioned and JCL
took the call from pop and off he shot on
a rescue mission, Wallace had run out of
steam and the Hare collected him in his
chariot before the Circle was called by
Tubby Twinkly, the vote went very close
but he scraped through on a majority.
Stewards Chastity and Winkle brought
their respective offenders front and centre to explain their crimes and punishment
was quaffed back.

Virgin John from the Elephant and Castle via California
announced his delight at attending our soiree and so
much so that he is now going to build a house here and
stay forever.
Pissbowl returned along with Two Stroke and Dirty Digger,
JCL showed his stunning new shirt and Tangerine Man got
the bunnet for a spectacular dive to the floor.
QM and the family will put on a spectacular next Saturday in Maenam and expect military precision and lots of
laughs.
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